Identifying Cellular Nonsense-Mediated mRNA Decay (NMD) Targets: Immunoprecipitation of Phosphorylated UPF1 Followed by RNA Sequencing (p-UPF1 RIP-Seq).
Recent progress in the technology of transcriptome-wide high-throughput sequencing has revealed that nonsense-mediated mRNA decay (NMD) targets ~10% of physiologic transcripts for the purpose of tuning gene expression in response to various environmental conditions. Regardless of the eukaryote studied, NMD requires the ATP-dependent RNA helicase upframeshift 1 (UPF1). It was initially thought that cellular NMD targets could be defined by their binding to steady-state UPF1, which is largely hypophosphorylated. However, the propensity for steady-state UPF1 to bind RNA nonspecifically, coupled with regulated phosphorylation of UPF1 on an NMD target serving as the trigger for NMD, made it clear that it is phosphorylated UPF1 (p-UPF1), rather than steady-state UPF1, that can be used to distinguish cellular NMD targets from cellular RNAs that are not. Here, we describe the immunoprecipitation of p-UPF1 followed by RNA sequencing (p-UPF1 RIP-seq) as a transcriptome-wide approach to define physiologic NMD targets.